AMCBF Series Quarterly Update
1 OCTOBER – 31 DECEMBER, 2014
Summary
AUSTRALIAN MASTERS CORPORATE BOND FUND NO. 5 (AMCBF5 OR FUND) HIGHLIGHTS
• The following dividend has been announced:
- AMCBF5 announced a fully franked dividend of $0.36 per share to be paid on 12 February 2015.
• The following capital return has been announced:
- AMCBF5 announced a capital return of $10.84 per share to be paid on 12 February 2015.
• All existing fixed income investments held in AMCBF5 performed as expected.
MARKET HIGHLIGHTS
• G
 lobal markets: The market is now focused on the timing of the first rate hike in the US, where
the Federal Reserve (Fed) will wait to receive a few months of stable economic data points.
However, low inflation from depressed oil markets makes this a challenge for the Fed. The
European Central Bank (ECB) furthermore announced in early 2015 a new full-fledged Quantitative
easing program.
• A
 ustralian rates: The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) has continued to leave the official cash rate
untouched. The yield curve continues to flatten, along with the market pricing in a rate cut in the
futures market.  
• D
 omestic credit: Australian credit has seen spreads on corporate bonds continue to grind lower
with large volumes of transactions coming to the primary market during the December 2014 quarter.

AMCBF5 Activity
AMCBF5 Series announced the payment of the following quarterly dividends:
FUND

DIVIDEND FRANKED

AMCBF5 $0.36

$0.15

GROSSED UP

CAPITAL RETURN*

EXPECTED PAYMENT DATE

$0.51

$10.84

12 February 2015

*Capital return is up to this amount
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During the Quarter, AMCBF5’s investment in Sydney Airport Finance, AMP capital and CFS Retail
Property Trust, matured.
Currently all but six of the underlying investments have matured and capital has been returned to
shareholders. Future dividends will become less consistent as the frequency of coupons from the
remaining investments will be less numerous.
All existing fixed income securities held within the portfolios of the AMCBF5 performed as expected.
The manager is proactively managing the cash balances of the funds and will consider returning
capital to shareholders when it is practical to do so.

Global Markets Update
The US economy ended the last quarter of 2014 (Q4 2014) on a strong note as it continued to deliver
strong and robust economic data indicating a US recovery. The US Fed ended its asset purchase
program in October but has maintained its conservative stance on further normalizing interest rates.
In its most recent Federal Open Market Committee meeting (December), the Fed replaced the
“considerable time” phrasing with that of being “patient” in the normalization of rates. As such, the
Fed expressed its intent to take a balanced approach, basing its decision on targeting 2% inflation
and stable and positive employment growth, whilst also considering the current and expected
economic conditions. However, while inflation in the US is still below this 2% target range, the Fed will
be reluctant to act too quickly or aggressively in raising rates. This low inflation environment has been
fuelled by the prevailing low oil pricing with prices plunging sharply in Q4 2014 due to a supply surplus
with OPEC deciding not to cut back on production while the US shale oil producers maintained their
higher output. Core inflation was also dragged lower due to a strengthening US dollar (USD), which
ended the year close to a 9-year high against a basket of major currencies.
In the Eurozone, the ECB has held interest rates steady at all-time lows and pledged to continue
buying covered bonds and other asset-backed securities. The ECB President Draghi announced in
early 2015 an expansion of its asset purchases, adding new stimulus measures to boost growth and
economic recovery in the region. These new stimulus measures will also avert the threat of deflation
and boost lending.
October also saw an unexpected announcement by the Bank of Japan on extension of its
Quantitative Easing Program. Additionally, mixed economic data from China forced a surprise rate cut
by the Chinese central bank in November.

Australian Financial Market Update
In Australia, house prices, the Australian Dollar (AUD) currency, domestic growth, non-mining
investment, business confidence and unemployment remain the key areas of focus for the RBA. The
Australian economy has remained an area of concern for the RBA with some analysts moving to
predict a rate cut (or two) in 2015, and in December 2014 the market moved to pricing in a rate cut.
Australia’s economic growth in the third quarter came weaker-than-expected largely due to a
slump in mining investment, deterioration in domestic demand and falling global commodity
prices, leading to a moderate third quarter decline in Australian equities. The domestic weakness
prompted investors to switch to safer investments, raising bond prices and lowering yields.
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Domestic Rates
The RBA continued to hold its stance in keeping the official cash rate at 2.5% for the 17th
consecutive month. Rate cut expectations gained momentum in early December 2014 after
disappointing September quarter GDP data revealed the economy grew 2.7% year-on-year,
against expectations for a 3.1% rise. However, the RBA quickly downplayed the possibility of nearterm rate cuts. In a recent interview, RBA Governor Glenn Stevens indicated that the economy,
employment and inflation were roughly where they were expected to be.
The RBA has continued to reiterate their preference to provide additional stimulus to come from
the lower AUD rather than additional rate cuts. For the most part of 2014, the RBA has said that
a “period of stability is ahead for rates” and there has been no sign of this rhetoric changing. The
rationale is that businesses need certainty to increase investment and additional rate cuts could
have the inadvertent consequence of suggesting the economy is weaker than it is. A lower AUD
will also boost consumption and improve export competitiveness.
The AUD has fallen 14% against the USD in the past six months, however Glenn Stevens recently
stated that the Australian dollar must fall another 8% against the USD to 75c in order to assist the
economy’s transition away from mining investment. Lower commodity prices, especially for iron
ore and oil, expectations of rate hikes in the USA by mid 2015, and slower mining investment will
continue exerting downward pressure on the AUD in 2015.
Australian Commonwealth Government Bonds (ACGB) recorded their best year since 2011 as
slower economic growth and slumping commodity prices fueled speculations of interest-rate cuts,
pushing benchmark yields toward record lows and prices to new highs. Furthermore, during the
month of December 2014 ACGBs yields dropped as many investors in the market took risk out of
their portfolios and allocated higher portions of their portfolios to ACGBs due to their low risk.
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Domestic Credit
Australian credit spreads experienced an increase in volatility and finished off the quarter at a
higher level relative to where it started in October.
ITRAXX AUSTRALIAN CREDIT SPREADS
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Australian corporate bonds rallied strongly in the December quarter, resulting in lower yields. Bond
yields fell to a record low on increased market speculation around a possible rate cut amid slowing
economic growth and falling commodity prices.
The Australian Corporate Bond BBB composite declined significantly to close below a 4.25% yield
over the course of the quarter.
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AUSTRALIAN BBB 5YR CORPORATE BOND YIELDS
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During the December quarter, the domestic debt issuance totaled $16.2 billion, largely dominated
by domestic financial institutions. Domestic financial institutions issuances amounted to $7.0 billion
or 43.2% of the total issuances during the period. Corporate issuances were subdued during the
period, totaling $2.9 billion, across eight issues.
In October, AGL Energy limited had a $600 million issuance of 7-year fixed rate Medium Term
Note (MTN), the largest 7-year MTN transaction in over a decade. In December, two non-financial
corporates came back to the Australian market after a long gap - John Deere Financial and
Envestra (now trading as Australian Gas Networks).
HYBRID MARKET UPDATE
The hybrid market had a lackluster performance in the December quarter as the new issuances from
the prior quarter all experienced a drop in prices. Four institutions, Commonwealth Bank of Australia,
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, Challenger, and Macquarie Group, launched issues totaling $4.1 billion
over the third quarter of 2014, all of which are currently trading below par.
Investors in bank hybrids suffered losses due to the oversupply of the hybrid structures in the market
in a short time frame of large primary issuance. This fall in prices has opened questions regarding
future issuance of bank hybrids, especially in light of the recent Financial System inquiry, which
recommended that the major banks increased minimum capital requiem to add stability to the
financial system. This would be in turn funded through additional Tier 1 or Tier 2 instruments.
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DECEMBER QUARTER DIVIDENDS & CAPITAL RETURNS

FUND

CASH

FULLY FRANKED

CAPITAL RETURNS**

FUND MATURITY*

AMCBF#5

$0.36

$0.51

$10.84

31-Dec-15

*Anticipated end date
**Captital Return up to this amount

AMCBF#5
ISSUER

COUPONS RECEIVED
MATURITY

FACE VALUE

CONSIDERATION

GICS INDUSTRY

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Downer EDI*

29-Oct-13

$11,400,000

$11,624,536

Commercial & Professional Services

-

-

-

Volkswagen Australia*

26-Nov-12

$3,000,000

$2,983,500

Automotive

-

-

-

Stockland*

15-May-13

$500,000

$467,255

Real Estate

-

-

-

GPT Property*

22-Aug-13

$1,000,000

$933,490

Real Estate

-

-

-

Brisbane Airport*

11-Dec-13

$5,000,000

$4,629,810

Transportation

-

-

-

Goldman Sachs*

24-Jun-14

$2,500,000

$2,310,918

Diversified Financials

-

-

-

Dexus Finance*

28-Jul-14

$2,500,000

$2,701,975

Real Estate

-

-

-

Leightons*

28-Jul-14

$6,900,000

$7,229,182

Capital Goods

-

-

-

AMP Limited*

5-Oct-14

$3,500,000

$3,508,330

Insurance

140,000

-

-

Sydney Airport Finance*

20-Nov-14

$3,030,000

$2,696,706

Transportation

-

23,714

-

CFS Retail Property*

22-Dec-14

$2,400,000

$2,282,473

Real Estate

-

-

75,000

Stockland

18-Feb-15

$18,190,000

$18,362,081

Real Estate

-

-

-

Mirvac

15-Mar-15

$2,300,000

$2,349,798

Commercial & Professional Services

-

-

-

Santos Finance

23-Sep-15

$6,000,000

$5,511,440

Energy

-

-

-

Envestra

14-Oct-15

$2,500,000

$2,062,750

Utilities

78,125

-

-

Melbourne Airport (Fixed)

14-Dec-15

$1,000,000

$863,320

Transportation

-

-

30,000

Melbourne Airport (FRN)

14-Dec-15

$3,510,000

$3,056,324

Transportation

-

-

25,349

$75,230,000

$73,573,888

218,125

23,714

130,349

*Investment has been redeemed or has matured
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